My observation while working along video and article recommendations:
1. Video
- I am not sure if described “any rectifier diode” and 22µF electrolytic
capacitor would work; I tried such set and the diode was fried
- Verbal description of capacitor connections is wrong (opposite poles
described)
- Soldering point of positive pole of capacitor seems better to me than the
one from Fig. 6 (associated with article on Benz World)

2. Article
- I am not sure if pictures I found are those original from the article
- Article suggests tantalum 1µF capacitor and 1N4002 diode – this set is
working for many hours so far, looks like it is good
- Fig. 6 – I am not sure if it is originally from the article, I found it associated
with article on Benz World forum; it shows different type of capacitor than
described and it shows wrong polarity of capacitor connection
- Soldering point for capacitor + (- on the picture) is on the moving part; I do
not know how would it work

Also: the power supply between the looms needs to be soldered very securely. I noticed that the points in the winding mechanism are sticking when power supply is
insufficient – the part that kicks the flywheel does not have enough power to really push the flywheel and points stay together.

Link to video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zaoUMLz8vBc
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Fig. 1, Article. Marked red is factory seal.

Fig. 5, Article – diode fitting – stripe down.

Fig. 6, Article (probably). Capacitor type and polarity
are wrong. I am not sure how the positive soldering
point would work, it is soldered to a moving part. I
did it as per the video proposed one.

Power supply (+). Upper loom is directly connected to
positive pin, bottom one to coil. “+” is on the magnet
frame and flywheel!!! But “-” is on the clock frame
and screws!!!!

Capacitor soldering points from video: + to magnet frame
hook, - to ground path. In my view better point for + than
In the article. Verbal description in the video is wrong.

Tantalum capacitor. We use
1N4002 diode. It is about
1µF capacity. Note polarity
100V diode.
description. “+” is on the leg
that is slightly Sticking out and
it is marked +. Size is about
5mm.

